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When a person goes through deliverance, all the demons are not gone and more
deliverance is necessary because, every specific sin (open door) has to be dealt with
specifically. That individual sin brought a demon/curse and the demon is not removed
and the curse is not broken until removed/broken.
1. If you played with a Ouija board, and you played at levitating a table, then those are
separate acts. So you have to renounce, break, and remove the Ouija board
demon/curse, then you have to renounce, break, and remove the levitating
demon/curse separately.
2. If you participated in five satanic rituals, then you have to renounce each of the five
rituals individually and cannot just say I renounce all satanic rituals. You must name
and renounce each one because that is how you activated them (you activated them
one by one, therefore you must deactivate them one by one).
3. If you feared during a trauma, then you need to renounce and break the fear that
occurred from that specific trauma.
4. If you blamed God after a trauma for what the devil did (because the church world
taught you that God was in control), then you have to renounce what you believed
about God as it relates to that specific trauma.
5. If you hated someone after a trauma (which is unforgiveness), then you have to
specifically say, “I started hating this person as a result of this specific trauma. So I
now renounce the hate that I started doing as a result of that specific trauma.”
6. All the above examples require us to do the following steps:
a. Forgive others, forgive yourself, and stop blaming God. Instead you must
bless others, bless yourself, and worship and praise God.
b. Confess and repent (admit what happened and tell God that you did not handle
it perfectly).
c. Ask Jesus to forgive you, cleanse you, and heal you.
d. Renounce what you did, then break the soul tie with that other human that was
involved, then break the curse of that sin. Then finally, remove the demon in
the Name of Jesus. (Note: the curse is not broken until you break it, which
means that the devil’s legal rights are not removed until they are removed.)
e. Proclaim how it is going to be from this day forward.
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When a deliverance ministry says that 90% of what we do is inner healing. What inner
healing means to them is to identify and remove the devil’s legal rights to stay.
(Identify the open doors that the devil is using to attack you, identify and remove the sin
issues that opened the doors to the devil which have become the devil’s legal rights.)
Up to this point, I have had a slightly different and incorrect understanding about how a
person accomplishes inner healing. I thought inner healing was recognizing a loss, hurt
or wound and then:
1. Get used to it, don’t let it bother you, stop crying, get happy, stop telling people
about it, stop re-living what happened, forget and put the past behind, bury the
hatchet, get tough, find something else to do to control your thoughts like - do
alcohol, do drugs, do music, do sex, do sky diving, become a work-a-holic, buy a
dog to give you unconditional love, do whatever to control your thoughts and to
change the mood.
2. But instead, inner healing is doing the steps above (which is removing the devil’s
legal rights).
It is not wrong to have negative feelings like guilt, shame, rejection, fear, anger, hate,
unforgiveness, hating or not liking yourself, angry at yourself, etc. God gave us feelings,
and those feelings are doing their job. Those feelings are telling us that there is
something wrong – a problem that needs to be resolved by doing the steps above (so
thank God for feelings, even the negative ones).
Once the legal rights are removed (by doing the steps above) then when you tell the devil
to leave, he has to go - which is why deliverance ministries say that 90% of deliverance is
inner healing (getting rid of the devils legal rights, which are sin issues, which are open
doors). Getting rid of open doors (devil’s legal rights) allows you to make the devil
actually leave when you tell him to leave. If the legal rights are not removed, then the
devil can and will stay (or leave but then come back) even though you told him to leave.
I have watched good, valid healing ministers pray for a person to be healed. Then, during
that prayer, if the healing is not manifesting, the minister might say something like
“demonic power out in Jesus’ Name.” So, the demon comes out of the person’s
body/soul and the miracle healing might immediately take place – great. Ooops, the
person receiving the miracle healing did not know that they had a sin issue, which is an
open door, which is a legal right for the demon to come back into their body/soul. And,
they wonder why their healing did not last. Now you know why the healing did not last.
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